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Statistics Estonia guarantees the full protection of data submitted.

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.
If the data you entered are inconsistent internally or with the prefilled data, an error message appears upon checking. If errors (warnings) appear, check the data carefully and make corrections.
In the case of warnings (if you are sure that the data you entered are correct), click on “ Confirm warnings“ button and confirm the questionnaire.

Mandatory fields in the questionnaire are marked with a red asterisk.

CONTROLS

Controls in table 1. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES OF THE RADIO STATION

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

33633 KUI ({TOOT_KOKKU}=0), SIIS ({MARKUS_1}!=NULL) Empty field. Please indicate the numbers of employees or write in the remark field the reason why employee
number fields are empty (e.g. the total number of employees of all the radio stations of your enterprise has
been shown in the questionnaire of another station).

Error

Controls in table 2. FINANCING OF THE RADIO STATION BY SOURCE OF FUNDING

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

33634 {RAH_MUU} >=
({RAH_MUU1_SUMMA}+{RAH_MUU2_SUMMA} +
{RAH_MUU3_SUMMA}+{RAH_MUU4_SUMMA}+{RAH_M
UU5_SUMMA})

The source of funding category "Other sources" cannot be smaller than the sum of specified types. Please
revise the category "Other sources" or some of its subdivisions.

Error

33635 KUI ({RAH_KOKKU}=0), SIIS ({MARKUS_2}!=NULL) Sources of funding have not been indicated. Please indicate the sources of funding or write in the remark
field the reason why source of funding fields are empty (e.g. the total funding of all the radio stations of your
enterprise has been shown in the questionnaire of another station).

Error

Controls in table 3. FINANCING OF THE RADIO STATION BY TYPE OF FUNDING

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

33636 {RLIIK_MUU} >=
({RLIIK_MUU1_SUMMA}+{RLIIK_MUU2_SUMMA} +
{RLIIK_MUU3_SUMMA}+{RLIIK_MUU4_SUMMA}+{RLIIK
_MUU5_SUMMA})

The type of funding "Other types" cannot be smaller than the sum of specified types. Please revise the
category "Other types" or some of its subdivisions.

Error
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33638 KUI ({RLIIK_KOKKU}>0), SIIS
({RLIIK_KOKKU}={RLIIK_ARI_RD}+{RLIIK_OMA}+{RLIIK
_MUU})

The row "Types of funding total" is not equal to the sum of different types of funding. Please correct the data. Error

Controls in table 4. DURATION OF RADIO BROADCASTING BY TYPE OF BROADCAST, HOURS PER YEAR

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

33639 {RD_UUDIS}+{RD_PUBL}+{RD_HAR_TEAD}+{RD_KULT}
+{RD_USU}+{RD_MUUS}+{RD_SPORT}+{RD_MEELEL}+
{RD_MUUD}+{RD_REKL}+{RD_OTSEP}<=8760

The total annual duration of broadcasts cannot be bigger than the number of hours in a year (8,760 hours). Error

33641 {RD_UUDIS}>={RD_UUDIS_END} The duration of self-produced news cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of news. Error
33642 {RD_PUBL}>={RD_PUBL_END} The duration of self-produced informative broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of

informative broadcasts.
Error

33643 {RD_HAR_TEAD}>={RD_HAR_TEAD_END} The duration of self-produced educational and scientific broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual
duration of educational and scientific broadcasts.

Error

33644 {RD_KULT}>={RD_KULT_END} The duration of self-produced cultural broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of cultural
broadcasts.

Error

33645 {RD_USU}>={RD_USU_END} The duration of self-produced religious broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of
religious broadcasts.

Error

33646 {RD_MUUS}>={RD_MUUS_END} The duration of self-produced music broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of music
broadcasts.

Error

33647 {RD_SPORT}>={RD_SPORT_END} The duration of self-produced sports broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of sports
broadcasts.

Error

33648 {RD_MEELEL}>={RD_MEELEL_END} The duration of self-produced entertainment broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of
entertainment broadcasts.

Error

33649 {RD_MUUD}>={RD_MUUD_END} The duration of self-produced other broadcasts cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of other
broadcasts.

Error

33650 {RD_REKL}>={RD_REKL_END} The duration of self-produced advertising cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of advertising. Error
33651 {RD_OTSEP}>={RD_OTSEP_END} The duration of self-produced teleshopping cannot be bigger than the total annual duration of teleshopping. Error
33652 KUI

(({RD_UUDIS}+{RD_PUBL}+{RD_HAR_TEAD}+{RD_KUL
T}+{RD_USU}+{RD_MUUS}+{RD_SPORT}+{RD_MEELEL
}+{RD_MUUD}+{RD_REKL}+{RD_OTSEP})>0), SIIS
({RD_MUUD}<{RD_SAATELIIK_KOKKU})

You cannot categorise all broadcasts as “Other broadcasts”. Please indicate the broadcasts under an
appropriate category.

Error

33653 {RD_UUDIS}+{RD_PUBL}+{RD_HAR_TEAD}+{RD_KULT}
+{RD_USU}+{RD_MUUS}+{RD_SPORT}+{RD_MEELEL}+
{RD_MUUD}+{RD_REKL}+{RD_OTSEP}+{RD_UUDIS_E
ND}+{RD_PUBL_END}+{RD_HAR_TEAD_END}+{RD_KU
LT_END}+{RD_USU_END}+{RD_MUUS_END}+{RD_SP
ORT_END}+{RD_MEELEL_END}+{RD_MUUD_END}+{R
D_REKL_END}+{RD_OTSEP_END}!=0

Table 4 on broadcast categories is empty. Please choose the appropriate broadcast categories and indicate
the duration of these broadcasts in hours in both columns.

Error

33673 KUI ({RD_UUDIS}>0), SIIS ({RD_UUDIS_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33674 KUI ({RD_PUBL}>0), SIIS ({RD_PUBL_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33675 KUI ({RD_HAR_TEAD}>0), SIIS Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self- Warning
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({RD_HAR_TEAD_END}>0) produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

33676 KUI ({RD_KULT}>0), SIIS ({RD_KULT_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33677 KUI ({RD_USU}>0), SIIS ({RD_USU_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33678 KUI ({RD_MUUS}>0), SIIS ({RD_MUUS_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33679 KUI ({RD_SPORT}>0), SIIS ({RD_SPORT_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33680 KUI ({RD_MEELEL}>0), SIIS ({RD_MEELEL_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33681 KUI ({RD_MUUD}>0), SIIS ({RD_MUUD_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33682 KUI ({RD_REKL}>0), SIIS ({RD_REKL_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

33683 KUI ({RD_OTSEP}>0), SIIS ({RD_OTSEP_END}>0) Empty field. If you entered the total annual duration of broadcasts, please also indicate the duration of self-
produced broadcasts. If there were no self-produced broadcasts, please accept the warnings before you
confirm the questionnaire.

Warning

Controls in table 6. TIME SPENT ON FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE (incl. for preparing the data)

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

33390 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}<=999 Maximum permitted value is 999 hours. Error
33391 {TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}<=59 Maximum permitted value is 59 minutes. Time exceeding 60 minutes shall be indicated in hours and

minutes.
Error

33392 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}+{TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}>0 The time spent on filling in the questionnaire must be recorded and the sum of hours and minutes must be
more than 0. The time spent means time spent by all employees to read questionnaire instructions, collect
and prepare data and fill in the questionnaire.

Error

AUTOSUMS

Autosums in table 1. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES OF THE RADIO STATION

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
 TOTAL. Total number of

employees
{TOOT_LMG}+{TOOT_TEHN}+{TOOT_ADM}+{TOOT_MUU}

 TOTAL. Number of
employees
working under
employment

{TLP_LMG}+{TLP_TEHN}+{TLP_ADM}+{TLP_MUU}
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contract
 TOTAL. Number of

employees with
other contracts

{MLP_LMG}+{MLP_TEHN}+{MLP_ADM}+{MLP_MUU}

Programme staff Total number of
employees

{TLP_LMG}+{MLP_LMG}

Technical staff Total number of
employees

{TLP_TEHN}+{MLP_TEHN}

Administrative staff Total number of
employees

{TLP_ADM}+{MLP_ADM}

Other staff Total number of
employees

{TLP_MUU}+{MLP_MUU}

Autosums in table 2. FINANCING OF THE RADIO STATION BY SOURCE OF FUNDING

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
 Sum of sources of funding. Sum of funding,

euros
{RAH_RIIK_KOV}+{RAH_ERA}+{RAH_VALIS}+{RAH_MUU}

Autosums in table 3. FINANCING OF THE RADIO STATION BY TYPE OF FUNDING

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
 Sum of types of funding. Sum of funding,

euros
{RAH_KOKKU}

Autosums in table 4. DURATION OF RADIO BROADCASTING BY TYPE OF BROADCAST, HOURS PER YEAR

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
 Sum of duration of
broadcasts (max 8,760 hours
per year).

Total annual
duration of
broadcasts,
hours

{RD_UUDIS}+{RD_PUBL}+{RD_HAR_TEAD}+{RD_KULT}+{RD_USU}+{RD_MUUS}+{RD_SPORT}+{RD_M
EELEL}+{RD_MUUD}+{RD_REKL}+{RD_OTSEP}

 Sum of duration of
broadcasts (max 8,760 hours
per year).

.. incl. self-
produced
broadcasts,
hours

{RD_UUDIS_END}+{RD_PUBL_END}+{RD_HAR_TEAD_END}+{RD_KULT_END}+{RD_USU_END}+{RD_
MUUS_END}+{RD_SPORT_END}+{RD_MEELEL_END}+{RD_MUUD_END}+{RD_REKL_END}+{RD_OTSE
P_END}


